Intermediate Paragraph Correction 13

Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage.

My neighbor has a catering business. When people have parties at 1) their homes, my neighbor cooks for 2) them, she is a fabulous cook. Many customers contact her before they have a party. She asks them 3) a lot of questions about the upcoming event. She finds out how people will be there. 4) Then her and the customer decide on a menu. My neighbor hires servers to serve the food and to 5) weight on the people. She usually cooks the meals in her own 6) home, because sometimes people ask her 7) to preparing the food at their houses. She enjoys 8) to do the working in her catering business, and she is really good at all the parts of the job.

1) A. there  B. they’re  C. they are  D. Correct as is

5) A. wait  B. waits  C. weights  D. wate  E. Correct as is

2) A. them cause she  B. them, She  C. them, but she  D. them, so she  E. them. She

6) A. home, but  B. home but,  C. home, and,  D. home and,  E. Correct as is

3) A. lot  B. a lots  C. a lot  D. lots  E. Both C and D are correct

7) A. prepare  B. to prepare  C. for prepare  D. to do the preparing of  E. Correct as is

F. Both A and C are correct

4) A. Then, her and the customer  B. Then she and the customer  C. Then, she and the customer  D. Then, the customer and her

8) A. to do work  B. working  C. about working  D. Correct as is